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PHOTON QUENCHING OF THE PARANORMAL ~TIME) CHANNEL: A BRIEF NOTE

Thoma s E . Bearden

This is a brief note to report an hypothesis which seems to be widely
born out by experiments.

Co-tempora l orthogona l frames have been used by this author to arrive at
a mechanism for psychotronics and pa ranormal phenomena , including UFO ’s. ~
A four-law logic (metalogic) has been proposed to provide a logica l basis for
the model .2 ’3 Application of the four-law logic to explain the two-slit experiment ,
fundamenta l to all quantum physics , has been accomplished .4 The relation of
the photon interaction to the creation of spat ial objectivity has been pointed out .5
The connection of the photon interaction to primitive observation , and hence to
the underlying sepa ra tion of mind and matter ari d objectivi zation of human logica l
concepts has been stressed .6

Briefly,  the photon intera ction constitutes a time—differen tiating operator
imposed upon L3T dimensionality (Minkowskian reality) which results in the
creation of L3 dimensionality (objective , spatial reality) . Ari stotle ’s three laws
of logi ca l thought are based on primitive observation , which in turn is in one-to—one
correspondence to the situation where the photon interaction has been imposed and
the time dimension destroyed , resulting in a “ classical” or “objective ” or “ spa tial’t
reality . Hence all our present logic , science , and mathematics are based upon thi s
particular a rrangement. As shown by the two-slit experiment , if the photon intera ction
Is not allowed to occur , a fundamenta l particle refuses to behave in a classica l ,
obje ctive , spatia l obje ct manner ; instead , It behaves in a nonclassica l , nonobjecti ve ,
wave manner if it is interacted with timewise . 7

Menta l phenomena occupy the same time dimension as do physica l phenomena ;
however , the spatial dimensions of mental  objects do not occupy or intersect the
spatial dimensions of physica l objects ordinarily . However , the time dimension is
recognized by physics as object ive; therefore , since the mind occupies at least one
rea l “obje ctive ” dimension , It Is objective rather than subjective . This suggests a
model whereby mind is a rea l L3T Minkowsklan 4-space world , but one whose three
spatial  dimensions lie orthogona l to and outside the ordinary world’ s three spat ia l
dimensions , The mindworld and the physical  world then share In common the same
time dimension . Dynamic movements In ea ch world (mind and matter) result In an
exceedingly small crosstalk being proj ected into the other world , but a crosstalk so
small in magnitude as to normally be unmeasureable .8 Establishing one-to—one
coherence between crosstalk from a mlndworld to a physica l structure and from that
physica l structure to the same mindworld constitutes the creation of a bioloqlca l
organism. The crosstalk from the mindworld to the physica l world has previously
been la beled inception by thi s author , and a mechanism whereby such minute
psychokinetic effect on matter can be amplif ied to macroscopi cally observabl e
level -- or even beyond -- has been presented .9 ’ 10 Thus a fundamenta l mechanism
whereby tulpoid activity —— projections from the collective unconscious mater ia l iz in g
Into the ordinary physica l world , In a format determined by the collectively higher
levels of unconsciousness in the race , national group, culture , subculture , and
persona l unconsciousnesses -- can be developed and explained .’’
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Prior to the intervention of the photon interaction , four dimensional reality
thus has a great dea l of “tulpoid dither ” riding upon its time dimension as a
“minute modulation . ” Invoking the photon interaction invokes a t ime-differentiat ing
operation , stripping awa y or suppres sing the time dimension , resulting in a
“ spatial reality ” or “obje ctive reality ” being perceived or observed , and in the
process sepa rating mind and body by destroying the only common connection or
channel . Because of the time-squelching action of the photon interaction , one
does not see time nor the mind in his ordinary physica l observation . Also , one
does not see the incessant stream of tulpoid activity that  bathes the time channel .

The time channel is thus the menta l channel , and the paranormal channel .
The photon interaction is thus the destroyer or squelcher of the pa ranormal channel .

This note is to advance the discovery that the squelch effect of light is
not linear or constant , but is a variable and a function of the frequency of the
light being utilized . From synthesis of a variety of data in diverse fields , the
following hypothesis has been arrived at to fit  the experimenta l evidence: The
quenching of the hvperchannel (the p aranormal channel or the time channel) by photon
interaction is proportional to the spectra l luminous efficiency of the eye of the
average human observer in the interva l from the Infrared to the ultra violet . Thus
the form of the para normal squelchi ng effect of the photon interaction is given by
the operator ~ where

E = m

and where m is a parameter which varies as some funct ion  of frequency . Except for
a constant of proportionality , the above hypothesis specifies m over the region from
the ultraviolet to the infrared . In other regions of the frequency spectrum , the
form of m must  be determined by experiment .

Severa l experiments which fit the hypothesis are as follows:
1. Induction of death and disease patterns from test cells to environmental ly

shielded healthy cells. 12
2 . The invoking of specifi c tulpa “living form s ” and photogra phing them

In the i nvisible (to the eye) state with infrared film . 13
3. Visible light revi va l of appreciable fra ctions of cells killed with ultraviolet

light and kept In the dark , dormant , unreproducing, for up to 24 hours . 14
4 .  A noted p sychic ’s precise differentiation of the visible light spectrum

(frequency region) where psychic seeing (i . e .,  similar to remote viewing) was
“blacked out .

A corollary to the sta ted hypothesis is that , under certain conditions ,
reflected light may reverse the effect.  Thus the effect of the full moon , which
reflects a great deal of sunlight , can immediately be appreciated . The effect Is
to the time channel , hence stimulation of this channel s t imulates  the “ mental”
effects . The effects of the moon (full) on romantics , lunacy , and deeper life
functions controlled by the unconscious thus is grounded in a factua l bas is .

2. 
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It also appears that there is a very good reason why animals tend to sta y
very closely to the infrared/visible l ight/ul traviolet  region , with the eye usually
ada pted for the visible light region . In the infrared and ultraviolet regions , tulpoid
phenomena would be readily visible or detectable , and an animal whose eye operated
exclusively in one or the other of those area s would so often be distracted by
the mental tulpoidal activity that it would prove disadvantageous to his persona l
survival against anima l predators operating in the strongly squelched , visible light
reg ion . By the same token , animals whose eye operates further into the infrared
and/or the ultraviolet than does the human eye are notoriously sensitive to paranormal
phenomena before their manifestat ion to human observers .

Final ly ,  if we realize tha t the “ paranormal” channel is the time channel ,
then the fundamental  two—sli t  experiment of physics is Itself a “ paranormal”
manifestation experiment . Thus when the photon interaction is invoked , a classical
object and classical behavior result . When the photon interaction is not invoked ,
a nonclassica l entity and nonclassica l behavior result .

To understand the progressive modulation of the pa ranormal time channel
tulpoid activity by the successive layers of unconsciousness lying between the
collective unconscious and the personal conscious , one must  understa nd that
time is actually an oscillating carrier . Thi s can quite simply be shown by an
extra ct and rep ackaging of the author ’s perceptron theory . 16 Briefly,  for
quantum change to occur , a quantum must be separated from the action continuum
(unperceivable , since time is still attached to it , which makes it nonobjective and
nonsp a tial) , fissioned (spli t) , and then the split fra gments must  be fused together
again and the quantum placed back i nto the action continuum . The second diagra m
attached shows thi s action. When the extracted action quantum is split , a positive
increment of time is freed (created) -- as i ndeed is a positive increment of length ,
if one examines the split of ~~~~~~ This positive fragment of time then represents

a “progression of time” along “t ime ’s arrow ,” or along the Minkowskian world line.
But to get rid of the fragments requires an opera tion , just  as did creating them in the
first place . To get rid of them , they mus t  be fused back together into a quantum ar ~l
replaced In the action continuum . This consti tutes the “reversing ” or “destroying ” or
“getti ng rid of” the increment of time previously created; I . e . ,  this is a negative
time operation . So successive presentings of positive time increments creates
“ positi ve time , ” but their successive absentings creates negative time . This author
has already pointed out tha t positive time increments and negative time increments of
Identical magnitude annihilate one another , and they also subtra ct when a constant
ratio between them exIsts. 17 Thus time is a wave , when the alternate positive

and negative cycles are considered . Further , time has a dynamic structure , wh ich
Charles Mus~ s has pointed out, 

18 as has Ko.~yrev . 19

From this author’s perceptron theory ,2° mass may be defined in term s of the
quantum fission and fusion activity of the time wave. This equation Is shown on the
second attachment . Note that coherent tulpold activity , if sufficiently amplified by

a mecha nism detailed by this  author , 10 can affect  the mass or the acceleration upon
It , from examination of the time function appearing in the mass definition equation.
The mechanism for psychokinesis and the mcchan~sm for levitation (antigravity) lie

in this aspect.
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